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Technology, Transport & Travel David Chipperfield’s RA | Roni Horn | Azzedine Alaïa | Changi’s Jewel | High-performance fashion

100 earth-quaking,
line-blurring ways the
future is taking shape

Power moves
Tech, Transport &
Travel special

Super scale
Upstate upsizing
with Roni Horn

Home theatre
Domestic drama in
Treviso and Dublin

Making tracks
Ora ïto goes electric in Nice and
Crossrail reconnects in London
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+ David Chipperfield revs up the Royal Academy, and spookily sharp design from Transylvania

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN
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Travel

Museum quality
KAFETERIA, COPENHAGEN

Though Copenhagen’s National Gallery
of Denmark (SMK) already warranted a
visit, the addition of Kafeteria has given us
even more reason to drop in. To design the
space, chef Frederik Bille Brahe, the man
behind the city’s beloved Atelier September,
enlisted the help of artist Danh Vo. The
grand 19th-century architecture of the
banquet hall-style dining room is offset
by Isamu Noguchi’s ‘Akari’ lights and
Enzo Mari’s ‘Do-It-Yourself ’ tables and
chairs, paired with upholstery by Kvadrat
and flooring by Dinesen. Bille Brahe’s
organic menu, devised with chef Jacob Kjær,
features staples such as coffee and cakes,
soups and salads, but delivers them with
exceptional quality. Paul Sephton
Sølvgade 48-50, tel: 45.60 52 46 96,
kafeteriasmk.dk

Swing time
THE LODGE VILLAVERDE, ITALY

Regulars at the Udine Golf Club in Fagagna,
north-eastern Italy, now have a genuine
reason to never leave the green. In a small
clearing right in front of the ninth hole,
local studio Uppercut has inserted four headturning villas. Each comprises two residences
with separate entrances and can be adapted
to fit between one and eight guests. The
ground-floor studios are lined with teak,
while the upper-level apartments come with
a cantilevered balcony and lofty views of the
golf course. Guests have access to the Club
House restaurant, where local San Daniele
prosciutto is on offer, and to the adjoining
Villaverde Hotel & Resort, with its spa
and indoor and outdoor pools. Daven Wu
Via dei Faggi 38, Fagagna, thelodgevillaverde.com.
Rates: from 340 for minimum three-day stay

Beech boys
It almost feels like cosmic symmetry that
a café with décor inspired by Alvar Aalto
should debut in David Chipperfield’s first
project in South Korea. Located in Seoul’s
Yongsan district, the café comes with
clean-cut interiors that quietly reflect the
straight lines of the architect’s cuboid
skyscraper. Local practice Teo Yang Studio
has installed a ceiling mirror inspired by
Aalto’s lake-shaped ‘Savoy’ vase, while
diners perch stylishly on his ‘60’ stools and
‘66’ chairs. A central table, stocked with
volumes on architecture, is the ideal spot
to sample the café’s fragrant bread loaves
and cakes by Meal°, a local favourite. Even
the quotidian cup of coffee is given an
Aalto makeover with fresh chestnut cream,
its caramel hue an homage to the Finnish
architect’s love for beech trees. DW
100 Hangang-daero, tel: 82.2 6462 5050
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CAFE AALTO, SEOUL
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